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Abstract
This paper establishes the matter of imbibing various language peculiarities and target language specific
characteristics of Indian languages in Tree Adjoining Grammar framework. Enabling these language
specific features in Machine Translation paradigm is a challenge in itself. ANUVADAKSH – a Machine
Translation consortium generating texts from English to eight Indian languages on tourism and health
domain is developed over a hybrid based translation engine. In this paper, we explained the linguistic or
language specific characteristics, divergences and idiosyncrasies that are harnessed through natural
language processing.

1. Overview on Machine Translation
As early as 1629, when Rene Descartes proposed Universal Language and idea of Machine Translation
came into being. In 1950s fully automated machine translation on Russian sentences were experimented.
In late 1980s, statistical and example based Machine Translation was engineered. During the year 199091, DIT (Department of Information Technology) of Government of India initiated the TDIL (Technology
for Development of Indian languages) project to encourage the Indian language processing in the area of
IT. The institutions namely, C-DAC, Pune (MANTRA); NCST (now C-DAC, Mumbai; MATRA); IIITHyderabad (Anusaaraka, and SHAKTI) and IIT-Kanpur (Anglabharati) have taken the Machine
Translation System from English to Hindi to greater height by developing applications using cutting edge
technology.

2. Overview on ANUVADAKSH
ANUVADAKSH is domain specific hybrid Machine Translation system on Tourism and Health domain. A
dynamic and robust instant Machine Translation system based on Ajax technology with multiple features
of translation log generation, multiple soft keyboards, ranking of multiple engine outputs, feedback from
user, 1000 word text size upload, grammar and spell checking and NLP component module outputs for
various researches on NLP. The system is supported by various internet browsers and it is W3C
compliant. Phase I of the project was developed on six language pair from English to Hindi, Urdu, Bangla,
Marathi, Odia and Tamil and Phase II has inclusion of two more language pairs from English to Bodo and
Gujarati. Standard communication protocol of ANUVADAKSH is based on TAG (Tree Adjoining
Grammar), SMT (Statistical Machine Translation system) and EBMT (Example based Machine
Translation system).
This paper will focus on development of TAG based linguistic features and inventories imbibed in
ANUVADASH for eight language pairs concurrently.
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3. Coverage and Distribution
Immensely, dynamic corpus possessing 14 syntactic structure types from Tourism domain; and 22
classified and 1 unclassified syntactic structure types from Health domain that are analyzed, synthesized
and generated on all 8 language pairs as mentioned in the above paragraph. Corpus coverage sentences
in Tourism domain (old: 15,200 & new: 12,000) are 27,200 sentences and Health domain are 15,200
sentences. Following are the pie-charts depicting the coverage and distribution of linguistic patterns and
structures on (a) tourism and (b) health domain:
(a) Tourism domain with 14 structure types:

Fig 1: Pie chart for Structure type distribution in Tourism domain
Maximum frequency in appositional sentences (11.33%) and minimum frequency in gerund constructions
(0.35%) was found in tourism domain.
(b) Health domain with 22 classified and 1 unclassified structure type:

Fig 2: Pie chart for Structure type distribution in Health domain
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Maximum frequency in copula sentences (13.73%) and minimum frequency in discourse connector/
comparatives (0.09% / 0.006%) was found in health domain.

3.1 Linguistic Idiosyncrasy in Tourism & Health
Within the TAG translation engine, 93% output accuracy of POS tagger is directly proportional to the
translated output. Each phase, within the translation process, where TAG grammars in source and target
data set are complemented/constituted by CSR (context sensitive rules), GDR (grammar disambiguation
rule) rules for source side analysis and parsing. Transfer links (form of transfer grammar), derivation
mapping and synthesizer rules of target side are mapped with source side data for generation and
translated output. The dependencies of tree nodes are linked in LISP notation for multiple syntactic
divergences.

3.2 Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar in ANUVADAKSH
Tree Adjoining Grammar [Kroch and Joshi, 1985] is implemented for all 6 language-pairs in EILMT on
TAG translation engine. The JAVA based TAG parser translates English documents to Hindi, Urdu, Oriya,
Bangla, Marathi and Tamil. The significant feature of this parser is incremental parser that identifies the
(a) clause or phrase on the basis of probable declarative clause boundary and, (b) after identifying clause
boundary the TAG tree derivation structure identifies probable parent derivation to the nearest child
derivation structure to give the final integrated derivational tree to the TAG Generator. The TAG engine is
enriched in such a way that it can process the parsing and generation for interrogative sentences,
negation, gerundial construction, relative clause construction, and past & progressive participle etc. The
pre-processing is controlled by supervised modules such as – syntactic TAG tree disambiguator module
with optimized code and database-design written in regular expressions. TAG tree derivation is given in
the following sub-sections of all the language verticals.

4. Language Specific Feature in various vertical language
pairs: Idiosyncratic feature
In the following sub sections we will explain various language specific peculiarities and features that are
computationally transformed into various rules and grammars in pre-processing, parsing and generation
phases in ANUVADAKSH.

5. Hindi Features in ANUVADAKSH
All 14 structure types as mentioned in the above sections are analyzed through lexicalized tree adjoining
grammar framework. Consider an example for a structure comprising of that clause with a PP-initial.
Following is the English and Hindi TAG tree derivation diagram:
Input Sentence: For two hundred years , it was the capital of a Muslim dynasty that ruled over a populace
that was predominantly Hindu.
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Following is the TAG derivation tree in English for That clause:

Fig 3: TAG derivation tree in English

Following is the TAG derived tree in English for That clause:

Fig 4: TAG derived tree in English

Machine Output : दो सौ वष तक , वह एक मुसऱमान राजवॊश की राजधानी था जसने एक जनसाधारण को शासन कया जो
मुय ऩ से हॊ द ू था.
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Following is the TAG derived tree in Hindi for That-caluse:

Fig 5: TAG derivation in Hindi
Rule for Noun (Plural) synthesis in direct and oblique forms for consonant or vowel endings for abstract
or non-countable nouns and vocatives.
Base

Plural
(direct)

Plural (oblique)

बात

बात

बात

आशा

आशाओॊ

आशाएॉ

ऱड़का

Vocative

ए ऱड़के

Noun and post-positions functional categories and catered in lexicon. Declinable and indeclinable
adjectives are resolved in synthesizer.
Base
सन्
ु दर
अछ

1st Form
NA

2nd Form
NA

3rd Form
NA

अछ

अछ

अछॆ

Finite verb forms, causative verbs, iterative forms and their conjugated forms are resolved in verbgenerator of transfer link module (of Transfer Grammar). Expressive words (ठीक-ठाक, सनसनी, चीऩ-चीऩ),
paired word (धन-दौऱत, रात-ददन) etc., words are catered in phrasing and chunking. Example of causatives
and iterative forms are:
Verb Class
Causatives

1st form
बनना
बात कया करना

2nd form
बनाना
-

3rd form
बनवाना
-

Iterative forms

कोशशश कया करना

-

-
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Ergativity feature is catered in TAG tree embedding where sometimes, agreement of verb is with object
rather subject.

6. Urdu Features in ANUVADAKSH
All 14 syntactic structures from the corpus has been catered in English to Urdu system. Following is the
derivation from wh-clasue for TAG description:
Input Sentence: Mumbai was the dowry of Portuguese Princess, Infanta Catherine de Braganza, who
married Charles II of England in 1661.
Following is the TAG derivation tree in English for Wh-Clause:

Fig 6: TAG derivation tree in English

Following is the TAG derived tree in English for Wh-Clause:

Fig 7: TAG derived tree in English
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Machine Output:  صے-  میں اوگلضتبن کے چبرلیش دوئم۱۶۶۱  اوفىتب کیتھریه ڈی ثراگبوزا کب جہیز تھب جش وے، ممجئی پرتگبلی شہزادی
شبدی کیب
Following is the TAG derived tree in Urdu for Wh-clause:

Fig 8: TAG derivation in Urdu

6.2 Lexical Divergence
Lexical divergence and de-compounding is a major issue in English-Urdu system. For example, the Urdu
word ت وطه
ِ ‗ حpatriotism‘ is a compound word and both the constituents ‗ حتlove‘ and ‗ وطهcountry‘ are two
independently occurring words. The function of the infix -e- is to link both the constituents and give
possessive meaning. It replaces the semantic genitive  کے/  کی/  کبwhich cannot occur in compounds. For
example:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag
English:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag
English:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag
English:

ت وطه
ِ ح
country-3p.sg. Infix love-3p.sg
N,3p.sg.
Infix N.3p.sg.
Patriotism
شیر ثىگبل
ِ
Bengal-3p.sg. Infix tiger-3p.sg.
N-3p.sg.
Infix N-3p.sg.
Tiger of Bengal
اتفبق رائے
ِ
opinion-3p.sg. Infix agreement-3p.sg.
N-3p.sg.
Infix N-3p.sg.
Concord of Opinion

Noun

آگرے کب قلعہ
fort-3p.sg. of-gen-case. agra-3p.sg.
N-3p.sg. Prep.-gen-case. N-3p.sg.
Agra fort

Noun

Noun

Noun

Example on de-compounding:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag
English:
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6.3 Structural Divergence
A remarkable example for structural divergence for English infinitive clause ―to have been born‖ gets
translated in Urdu differently. In Urdu, translation of subordinate clause rather than the original (in
English) infinitive clause. For example:

Urdu:

جہبں

تشریف الئیے

متھرا

آپ

Gloss:

where-sub.clause

come-pr.ipmv

Mathura-3p.sg

you-2p.sg.hon.

RPron,
sub.clause
ثھگوان کرشىب

Verb, Imperative

N,direct form. sg.

کہ

N, direct form,
sg.
یقیه کیب جبتب ہے

Lord-kishna3p.sg.hon.
N, 3p.sg.hon.

That-sub. clause

believe-pr-perf.

to-post-p.

COMPLT,sub. clause

Verb-present
perfective

Prep.

POS Tag

English:

کے لئے

پیدا ہوئے تھے
born-3p.past.
perfective
Come to Mathura, where Lord Krishna is believed to have been born.

In another example, the sentence ‗He went to Delhi‘ has the PP adjucnt ―to Delhi‖ gets mapped with NP of
Urdu.
Urdu:

گیب تھب

دہلی

وي

Gloss:

Go-pst..perf.

Delhi-3p.sg.

He-3p.sg.

POS Tag

Verb, past, perfective

N, direct form, sg

N,direct form,sg

English:

He went to Delhi
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Following are the derivation tree in English for the above example,

Fig 9: Derivation Tree in English

Following are the derived tree in English for the above example,

Fig 10: Derived tree in English
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Following is the derived tree in Urdu for the above example,

Fig 11: Derived Tree in Urdu

6.4 Categorical Divergence
Categorical Divergence occurs in the phrasal / sentential levels, while translating a pair of language. In
this case, the POS of two or more adjacent lexical categories lose its original categories to become another
lexical category. For example:
Urdu
Gloss:
POS
Tag:
English:

Urdu1
ہوا
Air-N.
Noun

صمىدری
SeaAdj.
Adjective

Urdu2
ہوا
Air-N.

ثحری
Sea.Adj

Noun

Adjective

Sea air

Urdu3
ہوا
Air-N.

دریبئی
Sea.Adj.

Noun

Adjective

Noun

In these examples, this may be seen in case of ― دریبئی، ثحری، ‖صمىدری- all become Adjectives in Urdu
translation.
Sometimes an expression could appear in a single word in English but in contrast, it needs multiple words
to denote the same in Urdu. For example:
Urdu:

ثولىب

حملہ

Gloss:

To.speak

POS
Tag:

infinitive

Attack3p.sg.
N,
direct
form

English:

foray

اچبوک
All of a
sudden,
Adjective
Verb
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In this pair of example, the Urdu expression initially takes an Adjective '‗ 'اچبوکall of a sudden‘, followed
by a Noun ‗ حملہattack‘ and then a Verb ‗ ثولىبto-speak‘.

6.5 Null Divergence
Null Divergence has been handled through hyphen (-) in the Lexicon Database. This Null Divergence may
occur in the Subject Existential position of English or the articles of English are not mapped in any of the
Urdu words. For example:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:

تھب
Was-pst.
Verb
N, direct form
There was a king
ہورہی تھی
Become-prog.
Verb, progressive
It was raining

ثبدشبي
King-3p.sg.hon.

ایک
A-sg.

Det.
ثبرط
Rain-3p.sg.fem.
Noun, fem.

Here, the English words ―there and It‘ do not have the mapping of Urdu while translating from Source A
to Target B.
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:

خبوہ
House-3p.sg.
Noun, direct form
The vast library
ریزارٹ
Resort-3p.sg
Noun, sg
a five star resort
رقجہ
Area, 3p.sg
Noun, direct form
an area

کتت
Book, 3p.pl.
Noun, pl

وصیع
Vast-adj
Adjective

صتبروں واال
Stars.3p.pl
Noun,pl

پبوچ
Five-adj
Adj

In these examples, there is no one to one correspondence of the articles of English ―the, a & and‖ from
Urdu. In fact, it is being dropped while translating from English to Urdu.

6.6 Reduplicative Divergence
Reduplicative Divergence occurs very frequently in Indo-Aryan languages (north Indian). This is no
special to Urdu language, this phenomena has been written off expressively by the theoretical linguists,
especially by Dr. Abbi. Complete or partial reduplicative forms are catered through a lexicalization issue
(stored as lexemes). For example:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:

کہب
Say-pst.perf.
Verb, past
He said it quickly
گبوب
Sing-Infinitive
Infinitive
sing

جلدی جلدی صے
Quick-adj quckly-Adv
Adv = partial reduplicative

اس وے
He-3p.sg. erg.
Noun, sg, ergative

گبوب
Song-3p.sg.
Noun,sg
Verb
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6.7 Honorific Divergence
This phenomenon is not prominent in English, whereas it is quite openly used in Urdu language to make
it soft or polite. For example:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:
Urdu:
Gloss:
POS Tag:
English:

صبحت
Mr
Noun
Mr.
اہلیہ
Wife-3p.sg
Noun
Mrs

جىبة
Mr
Noun
خبتون
girl-3p.sg
Noun,sg.

ثیگم
Wife-3p.sg
Noun,sg

6.8 Derivation Morphology
In the ANUVADAKSH system, the derivation morphology deals with two processes, one directly put in the
database and another is generally generated from the rules, which are given to the morph generator. In
this case, [ -en and –ing forms ] are getting generated thoroughly rules, which are implemented in the
ANUVADAKSH system. There are some cases, where the [ -en and –ing forms ] are directly put in the
database. The inflected forms of the derivational morphology are generated from the base-verb forms and
the inflectional parts of the derivational Morphology are attached to it. For example:
Urdu:
Gloss:

دوڑوے واال
Running-adj, base form

دوڑوے والے
Running-adj, inflected form,

POS Tag:
English:

ADJ

ADJ

دوڑوے والی
Running-adj,
form
ADJ

inflected

In this example, the system will pick the appropriate form of the above examples as required in the usage
through the selection Restriction Module.

7. Bangla Features in ANUVADAKSH
Bangla or Bengali is a part of the Indic group of the Indo-Aryan (IA) branch of the Indo-European (IE)
family of languages. The language follows a (S)ubject-(O)bject-(V)erb word order in a sentence. Copula
verbs are often dropped. There are Nominative, Accusative-Dative, Genitive and Locative cases. Gender is
natural and there are no masculine and feminine markers. Bengali is a classifier based language. The
classifier system creates morphological alternations based on number, animacy, honorificity, location,
specificity and definiteness etc. Following are the Morphological peculiarities catered in ANUVADAKSH.

7.1 Case System
Bangla is characterized by its morphological divergences with presence of the classifier system in the
language plays a crucial role in the language‘s morphology.
Nominative case is usually a Zero marker. For example, as in Ram,
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag

রাম বাড়ি যাচ্ছে
Ram is going to home
Ram-nom house-loc go-3p-NHon-prg
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The marker for Accusative-Dative is ‗ke‘. Consider,
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag

রামচ্ছে ডাকুন
Call Ram
ram-acc call-2p-Hon-ImpV

Genitive case marker is -ে র (-er). The form alternates with -র (-r) and -এর (-Er). For example,
Bangla
Equivalent in English

রাচ্ছমর বই
Ram‘s book

POS Tag

ram-gen

Bangla
Equivalent in English

সীোর বই
Sita‘s book

POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English

Sita-gen book-nom
েমৌ এর বই
Mou‘s book

POS Tag

Mou-gen

book-nom

book-nom

Locative case marker is -dc (-e) and the variants are -য় (-y)/ -েে (-te). For example,
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag

জয়পুচ্ছর
At Jaipur
Jaipur-loc
বাড়িচ্ছে
at home
house-loc
রাস্তায়
at road
road-loc
মুম্বাইচ্ছে
at Mumbai
mumbai-loc

There are no morphological variants for Nominative and accusative case but both genitive and locative
markers depend on the ending of the noun it is attached with. This is handled in the system through
morph synthesizer via rules.

7.2 Classifier System
Classifier is a very significant feature of Bangla. Plurality is expressed in the language by the classifiers েের (-der), -রা (-rA) and -গুচ্ছা (-gulo). Consider the examples in 1a to 1d:
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1a.

1b.

1c.

1d.

Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag

েেচ্ছরা েেচ্ছে
Boys are playing
boy-pl-nom play-3p-NHon-pres-prog
েেচ্ছচ্ছের ডাকুন
Call the boys
boy-pl-acc call-2p-Hon-ImpV
কুকুরগুচ্ছা ঘুচ্ছর েবিাচ্ছে
The dogs are roaming
dog-pl-nom roam-3p-NHon-pres-prog
কুকুরগুচ্ছা েে োবার ড়েন
Give food to the dogs
dog-pl-acc food-nom give-2p-Hon-ImpV

In 1a and b the classifiers attached with boy are -রা (-rA) and -েের (-der) respectively. The difference
between the ‗boys‘ in 1a and 1b is direct and oblique. In 1a ‗boys‘ is marked with nominative case whereas
in 1b it is accusative. In 1c and d the classifier is -গুচ্ছা (-gulo). The difference between 1a, b and 1c, d is the
feature human. In other words, the classifier marking plurality changes according to the feature ±animacy
or ±human and direct or oblique position.
The singular marker is -টা (-TA)/-টি (-Ti). This also expresses definiteness or specificity.
2a.

2b.

2c.

2d.

Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag

েেচ্ছটি েেচ্ছে
the boy is playing
boy-sg-nom play-3p-NHon-pres-prog
েেচ্ছটি েে ডাকুন
Call the boy
boy-sg-acc call-2p-Hon-ImpV
কুকুরটা ঘুচ্ছর েবিাচ্ছে
The dog is roaming
dog-sg-nom roam-3p-NHon-pres-prog
কুকুরটা েে োবার ড়েন
Give food to the dog
dog-sg-acc
food-nom
give-2p-HonImpV

The nominative marker in 6a and 6c is zero. In 6b and 6d the accusative marker follows the classifier.
In the ANUVADAKSH system these morphological nuances are taken care of through morphological
rules, lexical features and lexical lookups. To generate the output for 5a the system will check the lexical
feature of the plural noun and its position (subject/object) in the sentence. Accordingly the appropriate
rule will be applied.

7.3 Honorificity
In verbal agreement, Bangla shows no number or gender agreement but Honorificity is present. Consider
the following examples,
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Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag

েেচ্ছরা েেচ্ছে/*েেচ্ছেন
Boys are playing
boy-pl-nom play-3p-NHon-pres-prog/*play-3p-Hon-pres-prog
ড়েড়ন আমাচ্ছের েে েডচ্ছেচ্ছেন /*েডচ্ছেচ্ছে
He called us
Pron-2p-hon Pron-1p call-3p-Hon-pt/*call-3p-NHon-pt

In the Lexicon the features for each lexical item is present. ড়েড়ন ‗he‘ in the lexicon has the feature [+Hon].
Appropriate PNG feature of the noun is generated by mapping the PNG feature of the subject/ object
noun in the lexicon.

7.4 Copula Drop
In copula dropping, Bangla is featured by copula dropping. For example:
Bangla
Equivalent in English
POS Tag

জয়পুর এেটি ভ্রমণস্থান
Jaipur is a tourist place
JaipurNom Copula tourist-placeAcc

This phenomenon is handled in the system through lexicon. Implementation of various structures types in
English to Bangla in TAG derivations are described below:
Following is the example of derivation tree from copula in English:

Fig 12: TAG derivation in English
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Following is the example of derived tree from copula in Bangla:

Fig 13: TAG derivation in Bangla

Following is the derivation tree in English for existential nouns:

Fig 14: TAG derivation in English
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Following is the derived tree in Bangla for existential noun:

Fig 15: TAG derivation in Bangla

8. Marathi Features in ANUVADAKSH
8.1 Handling of Marathi Nouns (inflected forms)
Marathi being highly agglutinative Indo-Aryan language and gender system is purely intuitive where role
of animacy [+/- ANIMATE] is vital in gender assignment. For example:
English
Bottle

Marathi
बाटऱी

Gender
Feminine

Wood

ऱाकूड

Neuter

Noun stems in Marathi undergoes a change before attaching to post-positions or case marker. To resolve
such issues of stem divergence, nouns in Marathi in ANUVADAKSH is marked a noun class. Till now
17,520 nouns are marked with these noun classes. These also include the multiword expression. Example:
Marathi: मशीद (noun, Gender Feminine,
Number Singular, Person III)
English Mosque
मशीदी
मशीद
Oblique

Marathi:भीक (noun, Gender Feminine,
Number singular, Person III)
English : Alms
भभके
भीक
Oblique

मशीद

Plural

मशीदी

भीक

Plural

भभका

मशीद

Plural oblique

मशीदीं

भीक

Plural oblique

भभकाां
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8.2 Generation of the gerund
The gerund is a non-finite verb form and in Marathi gerund behaves like noun and undergoes synthesis
with the postposition. Gerund synthesis is also implemented in system but needs enhancement as many a
time the Part of speech tagger fails to identify gerund. For example,
Input Text: It is an ideal getaway for picnic while traveling between Dalhousie and Chamba.
Machine output: हे डलहौसी आभि चांबा दरयान या करताना सहलीसाठी एक आदश ठठकाि आहे
Following is the TAG derivation tree of English for Gerund:

Fig 16: Derivation TAG tree in English

Following is the TAG derived tree of English for Gerund:

Fig 17: Derived TAG trees in English
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Following is the TAG derived tree of Marathi of Gerund:

Fig 18: TAG derived tree in Marathi

9. Odia Features in ANUVADAKSH
9.1 Honorificity
Features of ‗honorific‘ and ‗animate‘ have grammatical relevancy in Odia. They impose selectional
restriction on number inflection and subject-verb agreement whereas ‗gender‘ feature has no such role.
Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English
Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English
Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English

ବାଲକ-ମାନେ/*ଗୁଡିକ ଯାଉଛନ୍ତି
boy-PL
go-Pr-Prog-3Pl-Anim/Hon
(n, direct form, plural) (v, present, progressive, third person, plural,
animate/honorific)
Boys are going.
ଗାଇ-ମାନେ/ଗୁଡିକ ଯାଉଛନ୍ତି
cow-PL
go-Pr-Prog-3Pl-Anim/Hon
(n, direct form, plural) (v, present, progressive, third person, plural,
animate/honorific)
Cows are going.
ଇଟା-ଗୁଡିକ/*ମାନେ ଯାଉଛି
brick-PL

go-Pr-Prog-3Pl-(-Anin)

(n, direct form, plural) (v, present, progressive, third person, plural, -animate)
Bricks are being carried away.
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1.a.

bAlaka-mAne/*guDika jA-uchanti
boy-PL
go-Pr-Prog-3Pl-Anim/Hon
Boys are going.

1.b.

gAi-mAne/guDika
jA-uchanti
cow-PL
go-Pr-Prog-3Pl-Anim/Hon
Cows are going.

1.b.

iTA-guDika/*mAne
jA-uchi
brick-PL
go-Pr-Prog-3Pl-(-Anin)
Bricks are being carried away.

[* stands for un-grammaticality.]
As demonstrated in the above examples, the choice of plural marker with the nouns and PNG marker in
case of verbal conjugation is determined by the ‗honorific‘ and ‗animate‘ properties of the subject nouns.
This sort of language specific properties are represented by means of some features and are kept in the
lexical database.

9.2 Negation
In Odia, negation of verb form is a complex phenomenon to generate computationally. The negative
particle ‗na‘ is merged with the auxiliary, thus creating a negative auxiliary verb. Let us consider the
following sentences.
1

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English

2

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English

3

4

ସେ ବହି ପଢୁଛି
He
book

read-Pr-Prog-3Sg-(-Hon)

(n, direct form) (n, direct form) (v, present, progressive, third person, honorific)
He is reading a book.
ସେ ବହି ପଢୁନାହିଁ
He
book

read-Pr-Prog-3Sg-(-Hon)-Neg

(n, direct form) (n, direct form) (v, present, progressive, third person, honorific, Neg)
He is reading a book.

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English

ସେ ସେଠାରେ ଅଛି
He
there

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English

ସେ ସେଠାରେ ନାହିଁ
He
there

is-Pr-3Sg-(-Hon)

(n, direct form) (n, direct form) (v, present, third person, -honorific)
He is there.

is-Pr-3Sg-(-Hon)-Neg

(n, direct form) (adv) (v, present, third person, -honorific, Neg)
He is not there.
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6

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English

ସେ ଜଣେ ଭ ମଣିଷ ଅଟେ
He a good man is-Pr-3Sg-(-Hon)

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag

ସେ ଜଣେ ଭ ମଣିଷ ନୁହେଁ
He a good man is-Pr-3Sg-(-Hon)-Neg

English

(n, direct form) (det) (adj) (n, direct form) (v, present, third person, -honorific)
He is a good man.

(n, direct form) (det) (adj) (n, direct form) (v, present, third person, -honorific,
Neg)
He is not a good man.

In the above examples, it can be seen that for negation Odia verbs in the present tense, the auxiliary
element /ach-/ in the verb-form is replaced by a negative auxiliary. Again, when used as full verb this
auxiliary possess the sense of ‗be‘ verb in English, and its negative counterpart /nãh-/ being ‗not be‘. Both
have allomorphic variants too.

9.3 Copula Drop
In normal conversation and writing in Odia, the copula verb is dropped in an affirmative sentence.
However, the negative copula is retained.
Following is the description of TAG in English to Odia ANUVADAKSH system:

Fig 19: TAG derivation in Odia

Thus the example (5) can be written as:
5

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English

ସେ ଜଣେ ଭ ମଣିଷ
He a good man
(n, direct form) (det) (adj) (n, direct form)
He is a good man.
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9.4 Existential copula
In the following sentence (7), we can find a verb representing existentiality of the subject. Its negative
counterpart (8) also contains a corresponding negative verb-form. This phenomenon, at present, is
handled by providing multiple options for Odia expression.
7

8

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag
English

ଟେବୁ୍ ଉପରେ ଏକ ବହି ରହିଛି
table on a book is-Pr-3Sg-(-Hon)

Odia
Equivalent in
English
POS Tag

ଟେବୁ୍ ଉପରେ ଏକ ବହି ନାହିଁ
table on a book is-Pr-3Sg-(-Hon)-Neg

English

(n, direct form) (p) (det) (n, direct form) (v, present, third person, -honorific)
There is a book on the table.

(n, direct form) (p) (det) (n, direct form) (v, present, third person, -honorific,
Neg)
There is not a book on the table

Following is the derived TAG tree in Odia from example 7:

Fig 20: TAG derivation in Odia
Following is the derived tree in Odia from example 8:

Fig 21: TAG derivation in Odia
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10. Conclusion
Above sections that explained all language specific features reveals the fact that TAG framework has been
extensively enriched by linguistic intricacies on Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages too. The linguistic
feature of Bodo and Gujarati are currently being implemented into the system where Bodo is strikingly a
classifier based language and Gujarati is a inflectional language. In addition to this, TAG framework is
being simultaneously developed for semantic based tree adjoining grammar facilitating the semantic role
assignments to the above said framework on English to Indian language translation. These syntactically
and morphologically reached feature implementation on the TAG framework has yield translation
accuracy (in terms of comprehension and acceptability) in the range of 70% to 80% on an average.
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